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     Last spring, I fell for a girl who possessed an innate ability to make me happy. Her 

gestures, quirky facial expressions, smiles from across the room, kisses, touch—

everything about her erased my worries and sent my heart racing. 

     Before I met her, she was accepted to study abroad in Senegal for a year. We were 

together for three perfect months before she left. 

     We said goodbye at the Portland Airport on a cold June morning. I realized I had 

never hated the airport before that day.   

     As I looked into her misty, brown eyes, I fought back my own tears. My psyche 

silently screamed that they couldn’t come out until I got back to my car, that I had to be 

strong for her. I watched with a detached sense of reality as she weaved through the 

security line. I convinced my arm to wave as she disappeared around the corner and was 

gone. 

     I returned to my car and sank into the seat. Right on cue, the tears streaked down my 

face. From the passenger seat, my sister Bria, 18, cried right along with me, not because 

Rachel was leaving but because I was crying. 

     I couldn’t muster the courage to start my car. 

     “Once we leave, it means she’s truly gone,” I whispered to my sister as planes 

ascended into the grey sky. 

     “She’ll be back,” Bria said. 

     She’s right, of course. Rachel will come home. I picture it every minute of every day. 

It consumes me. 



     Two months after we started dating, the word ‘love’ emerged in my mind. I was elated 

and terrified. I knew the closer we became, the harder it would be for us when she left. 

     One night, Rachel started to say something but stopped abruptly. I asked her what she 

was thinking. 

     “I’m afraid it will freak you out.” 

     “I think it sometimes too,” I said, reading her mind. 

     “I think, I kind of, love you,” she said. I knew she was thinking about Senegal as much 

as I was. However, she’d just uttered the greatest thing I’d ever heard. 

     Countless people have reassured me that ‘a year will go by fast’ and that ‘it will be 

over before I know it.’ This is untrue. Take, for example, one minute. Set a stopwatch for 

a minute and watch the seconds tick up. Each individual second lazily makes its 

appearance and then fades, one after the other. Now multiply that minute by 1,440 and 

you have an entire day. Multiply that by 365 and voila, one year, over 525,000 minutes. 

Imagine the horrifying task of watching your stopwatch count 525,000 minutes. Time 

may fly, but when you watch it, it crawls. 

     Each day is a struggle. I dream about her nearly every night. In the morning, I mistake 

the dreams for reality until blunt realization crushes me. I then methodically proceed 

through the stages of grief. Now that I’ve been doing it a while, I can sulk through them 

in five quick minutes. Denial comes first, then incomprehension and panic, followed by 

aching, nostalgic hallucinations and finally defeated acceptance. Then I get out of bed. 

     Most days, we’re able to communicate on Skype or Facebook. On those days, my 

bleak outlook transforms to optimism. Every time we talk, she reminds me again and 

again why I love her. We usually meet on Facebook, and a rapid-fire date of instant 



messages begins. Then we move to Skype. Seeing her blurry form jump across the screen 

because of the bad connection is now my favorite thing to watch. When we Skype, two 

hours can pass in what feels like minutes. We’re typically shocked to learn how long 

we’ve been talking. We tell each other we should probably hang up but end up talking for 

another hour. 

     Sometimes, though, I can’t relate to her stories. She experiences hardships that I can’t 

begin to imagine. I can start to feel irrelevant. 

     Over the summer, she worked at an AIDS hospital for children. The hospital could 

only afford surgery twice a week. Families brought their children from all over northern 

Africa to be seen by doctors. She saw more suffering there than I expect to see in a 

lifetime. One day, she told me, she broke down and cried in a corner. I couldn’t be there 

to console her. 

     As she adjusts to her new world, we are learning to balance our relationship. We have 

our ups and downs. In a long-distance relationship, it’s impossible not to feel jealousy. 

Any guy who appears in a picture with her is my new arch nemesis. The seven-hour time 

difference can make it difficult to coordinate schedules. Her electricity goes out 

frequently, and her Internet connection is unreliable. During particularly long periods 

without communicating, I conjure crippling scenarios that she may be facing. She does 

the same for me. We call it our poisonous inner dialogue. 

     During one particularly difficult week when her power was out, she started to feel 

sick. 

     “Stuck in bed with a stomach infection. Don’t freak out. Call you soon,” she texted 

me. I felt a wave of helplessness and agony as I read the text a thousand times. My mind 



reeled with my poisonous inner dialogue. I stared at my phone, willing it to ring. With 

each minute that passed, I couldn’t refrain from assuming the absolute worst.  

     Is she being rushed to a hospital? What if it’s more than a stomach infection? Of 

course she won’t die. Right? 

     She finally called. 

     “The doctor came to see me,” she said. “It’s just a stomach infection, and he put me 

on a bunch of antibiotics. I’ll be fine.” 

     I was filled with relief, but since she’s been gone, I haven’t felt worse than in those 

hours waiting for her to call. 

     But the bad times are balanced with the good. On a recent afternoon, Rachel sent me a 

quote by John Calvin. Although she didn’t know it, she sent it to me the day I started 

writing this essay. 

     “You must submit to supreme suffering in order to discover the completion of joy.” 

     Before this experience, I would have rejected this idea. Now, I submit. Though I’ve 

never felt this unstable, I wouldn’t trade the pain for anything. I believe suffering is an 

essential requirement for happiness. A world in which suffering does not exist is one 

devoid of happiness, for we wouldn’t be able to recognize or appreciate the fleeting 

feeling of peace if we never suffered. 

     A long-distance relationship is a leap of faith. I accept the miserable longing that I feel 

each day in return for the prospect of being with Rachel again. In many ways, we’ve 

become closer from 6,000 miles away than when we were together, and I’m certain a 

year without her will be justified the moment we clutch again at the airport. 

     I won’t suppress any tears on that day. 



 

 

 


